
Our National Security and Corporate Espionage practice
has unparalleled experience at the most senior levels of
government and an unmatched understanding of the
current cyber, espionage, and national security risk and
regulatory landscape. We assist global clients in
developing risk mitigation strategies related to their key
assets, expanding into foreign markets, assessing major
transactions, navigating the CFIUS process, addressing
supply chain risks, meeting new government
contracting requirements, minimizing the impact of
security incidents and responding to regulatory actions,
lawsuits and congressional inquiries.  

To do so, we draw upon:

more than 125 former senior U.S. government
officials with decades of experience in national
security legal positions at agencies, including the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Office of the Director
of National Intelligence (ODNI), the Office of the
U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) and the U.S.
Department of Justice (DOJ)
recent FBI and executive branch perspective gained
through the additions this fall of Zack Harmon,
former Chief of Staff of the FBI; Dan Coats, former
Director of National Intelligence and U.S. Senator;
and Sumon Dantiki, former Senior Counselor to the
FBI Director
dedicated top-tier practices including Data, Privacy
and Security; Special Matters and Government
Investigations; Committee on Foreign Investment in
the U.S. (CFIUS); Government Advocacy and Public
Policy (GAPP); Intellectual Property and others to
offer comprehensive solutions
deep experience counseling clients through hundreds
of incidents, including crisis communications and
subsequent litigation, in connection with the
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country’s most prominent security breaches
extensive experience defending high-profile
government investigations, navigating the unique
challenges of congressional oversight investigations,
and proven track records of success in resulting
litigation, including False Claims Act (FCA)
litigation, shareholder and class action lawsuits, and
trade secret theft
a leading international trade practice with
multidisciplinary experience navigating foreign
investment reviews under CFIUS, trade disputes,
export control proceedings and economic sanctions
early and frequent collaboration with our leading
global M&A practice and private equity colleagues
through the life cycle of deals and portfolio company
management
unique technical capabilities of certified ethical
hackers and computer hacking forensic investigators
on our team

Insights
CLIENT ALERT
March 28, 2024
Executive Order Restricts Foreign Access to U.S. Data,
Citing National Security Risks

CLIENT ALERT
March 15, 2024
The Department of Justice Announces a New Program to
Pay Financial Rewards to Whistleblowers for Information
About Corporate Crimes

CLIENT ALERT
Foreign Extortion Prevention Act (FEPA)

VIEW ALL

Events
WEBINAR
October 26, 2023
Navigating the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA):
Where is DOJ Headed?

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
October 11, 2023
Alexis Early to Speak at the National Security, Sanctions,
and Export Controls Conference

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
October 11, 2023
J. Philip Ludvigson to Speak at 10th Annual Cybersecurity
& Privacy Summit

VIEW ALL

https://www.kslaw.com/news-and-insights?capability_id=110&locale=en&post_type=2
https://www.kslaw.com/news-and-insights?capability_id=110&locale=en&post_type=1


News
IN THE NEWS
April 15, 2024
Phil Ludvigson comments on the Treasury Department
proposing a rule that would enhance certain CFIUS
procedures and sharpen its penalty and enforcement
authorities

RECOGNITION
March 13, 2024
Foreign Investment Watch Again Names Phil Ludvigson to
its Top Advisors List

IN THE NEWS
September 17, 2023
Phil Ludvigson discusses the forthcoming updates to
FIRRMA, which was mentioned by Assistant Secretary for
Investment Security Paul Rosen at the second annual
CFIUS conference
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